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I'm so pleased to see this - even thought my mine and attention was completely on Los Angeles (I even had purchased cassettes of nature and Gold coast waves crashing on the rocks that I played when I went to sleep) even after all my attention toward the excitment of the move and making "demo" tapes of what I considered to be "film cues", even after all that, you can see here, I was beginning a completely classical piece and ultimately, showing the true distinction and my inner nature and propesity lies.  Always as a composer - not as a "film composer".  So I'm really happy that I'm working on this, even though I know it will have no interest or bearing on moving to L.A. or in any way further my goals in that direction.  This became a wonderful piece and was orchestrated, espanded, and subsequently recorded by the Prague symphony radio orchestra in 2009 but since Robert Ian Winstin passed away last June 2010 taking everyone's money with him, it never made the CD.  The raw track is somewhere buried in his office and will probably never see the light of day.  I actually have the mp3 of it but unfortunately, and the mistake was mine, I left two critical bars out of the clarinet PART (it was in the score) so those are missing.  I would have to overdub those missing bars in the piece before I'd ever post that as a video.  Anyway, the is my Chopin Nocturne.  The comments on YouTube (of this piano version) are overwhelming positive.
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Oh, I keep forgetting to mention - by this time, I'm no longer in the city to buy music paper so I've just for the last several years, simply been photocopying a blank sheet and making my own copies.  This is the reaso the staff lines are not as clear - they are grainy.  The reverse side is just blank - whereas the ones I bought for years through college, the Sierra Vista period after college and through Bisbee, Valley Farms and Chandler all came about 40 sheets in a celophane packet and had staves on BOTH sides.  Bill suggested in the Sierra Vista period (1975) I might want to NOT write on BOTH sides since the lead pencil would smear when stored - I thought that a great idea and from the point on, only composed on one side of every sheet of paper.
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08-11-90 Why force it to C# minor? This is the end....(Gershwin Story 1945 [watched movie on TV]Bought & ordered score of his [Rhapsody in Blue]Well that's all well and good that "this is the end" but I'm not happy this has ended in F#minor.  The piece is called, "Nocturne in C#m" so that screws everything up ;).  When I made the video for YouTube last year I was forced to simply call it "Nocturne".  I actually did consider seeing if I could change it but because I had already orchestrated it with harp etc. in F#minor at the end I didn't want to fool with it.  If this was ONLY a piano piece, then I very likely WOULD have brought it back to C#minor in one of my successive revisions - but it's just too much to fiddle with to compose and orchestrate a new ending - it's perfect just like it is anyway - it just messed up my title that's all ;). LOL
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Not dated but it's in the summer 1990 folder.  The 042 Brass System A P06 Saw Horn refers to the patch in the DSS-1 synth for the horn sound.  Sure glad all those days are behind us.  But here, in 1990, it's actually all just getting started...
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Student teaching 1st week over of 2nd eight weeks 
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Gave Robyn her song yesterday.i.e. the tape of the recording of the song I made for her, "Robyn"
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So now, as of this September 1990, I am settled in an apartment in Glendale, California on Verdugo with Mary #2 (Mary Anne Gilla) who came out to Los Angeles with me.  This of course, turned out to be a huge mistake, one I paid dearly for as you'll see for yourself before long....
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Enter Proteus.  Having moved to L.A. I made a mad scramble to catch up on the tecnology which was exploding at the time.  I was on the prowl for a program I heard of while living in Lakeside, Ariz. called "Finale" - but remember, I only here had a Mac Plus!  But within a year or to I purchased an LC-III which significantly increased my computer power.  I was still however on the old dot matrix printer using the perforatted edges and apparently blue ink most likely purloined from the Showlow school district classrooms I was subbing in.  I was now enrolled in the Groves School of Music in the Film program in Van Nuy.  We would be about toward the end of this fine school as it closed down only a few years after our class.  The pencil mark are corrections and the move to orchestrate the piece.  As I recall, I was already doing this in Arizona - well not only recall, I'm certain I was.  It was an oversized manuscript folio so of course unable to fit in my cabinet of 8x11 paper.  But it's in the garage now I'm sure.  There is still one more "incantation" of this piece: When married here in San Carlos in 1997, I then switched to a PC with Windows '98 since I lot my job through layoffs (and the company shutting down a year later) and so I had to move all my Mac notation files done in Opcode's Overture to the PC (Overture was bi-platform working on both platforms).  I significantly expanded this solo piano piece at that time.
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Again with the spaghetti spashing on the paper while I'm working on it ;).
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Here, I have added an overlay shown on the next page.  The over lay is "hinged" with tape to the left so here it is without the overlay.
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And here is the same page with the overlay.
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Well....sorry, I don't see the last pages....they are not here and this packet was actually stappled together.  I only just removed the stappler now.  It could be I simply was using the blue copy as a very rough draft to make the orchestra version and simply didn't want to waste the valuable ink by printing the last papes which go on forever in this similar 32nd note arpegiated fashion.  I had all the pages I needed, so stopped there.
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Found it ;)
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This printing from January 1999 is the transfer of the many pieces (still in progress even now) of moving from Overture on Mac to Overture on PC - but then to make it worse, I switched to Sibelius in 2002 for thereabouts. - hmmm - I just checked and I do know the first "Sibelius" where I directly inputed in Sibelius was August 1999.  So apparently that's when I switched to Sibelius but the chore of moving all those Overture files on PC to Sibelius is still in progress.  I'm doing the Poeme for Cello right now.  I must export from Overture to standard MIDI file to be able to import it into Sibelius then start all over again with the articulations - the beams, trills, triplet figures, dynamics etc. are all a mess or not there at all.  It's really a tedious chore.  And then of course typically I want to change and revise/improve things so then there's time actually doing that - more like composing then moving it to another software.  It takes a lot of time away from composing.  There are so many hours - just doing this right here is taking me away from the Violin sonatina first movement in G major which is a completion of a fragment I found while making this collected works CD.  I work non-stop yet still can't get it all done - and my laptop to my right here is playing Der Rosenkavalier - he's just done the "honor" scene and they are sitting alone to talk and get to know one another.  So even while doing this copying and annotating,  I am also watching and learning the devices of R. Strauss as I work.  This is the only way I can hope to keep up with all I want done...






















































